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Dealshare is a fast growing social e-commerce

startup, an online buying platform for multi-

category consumer products, focused on the

new 'WhatsApp first'  India.
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Northern Arc Capital USD 6.7 M DEBT

STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

USD 28 M SERIES C
Falcon Edge’s Alpha Wave Incubation,

WestBridge Capital and Matrix Partners

Elevation Capital and Matrix Partners India

 

USD 3 M SEED ROUND

YourNest Venture Capital, VenturEast and

Kitaki Ventures
USD 4 M SERIES A 

SuperOps.ai is an early stage startup in the MSP

space. It is reshaping the way MSP owners think

about their software by having a human centric

design, AI-first product and all-in-one offering.

BharatPe is an offline acquirer of merchants -

providing a QR code for UPI payments, POS

machine for card acceptance, and loans to

small merchants.

Cron AI is building senseEDGE™  an edge

inference 3D sensor data perception processing

platform. 



Rulezero is a technology platform created by

experienced startup executives to automate and

manage the equity ownership of a startup.

Haqdarshak is a volunteer sourcing platform that

connects poor to government schemes. The

solution includes database of schemes, rules

engine, and identifies schemes beneficiary is

eligible for and other related services.

LocoBuzz, product of Spatial Ideas Pvt. Ltd.,

provides web-based social media analytics tools

for businesses/brands for brand reputation

management, customer engagement, lead

generation, campaign management and analyse

digital media chatter about the company.

Myelin Foundry is a deep tech product start-up

transforming human experiences and industry

outcomes by building Artificial Intelligence

algorithms on video, voice and sensor data for

edge devices.
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STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

USD 1 M PRE SERIES A
Beyond Next Ventures, a Japanese venture

capital fund

USD 1.3 M -
Zerodha’s Rainmatter Capital, IndusLaw, 

and Reddy Futures

USD 0.9 M

The Deepak Group, Impact India Investment

Partners, Beyond Capital Fund, Shalini

Chhabra, and 3i Partners

PRE SERIES A

USD 1.2 M PRE SERIES A
Maharashtra State Social Venture Fund of

SIDBI Venture Capital Ltd.
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Cactus Venture Partners, family offices, and

high net worth individuals (HNIs)
0.8 M

Rubix Data Sciences provides a business

intelligence platform for credit risk management

and monitoring. The platform offers companies

data with analytics and visualization that enables

them to improve decisions for credit, risk,

compliance, and supply chain. 

undisclosed

-
JITO Angel Network. Mumbai Angels and a

consortium of other angels

0.5 M

0.2 M

PRE SERIES A

SEED ROUND

MedTel offers an end to end platform that

empowers care providers immensely. We provide

customised & omnichannel ‘Connected Care

Solutions’ for their patients. 

Enthu enables contact centers coach their

agents for improved outcomes. Enthu transcribes

and analyzes every single customer conversation

and derives actionable intelligence for faster &

better agent performance.

- Appitsimple0.2 M

PickRight is the well-established financial

advisory market ecosystem in India built-in with

contemporary AI to track and monitor every stock

activity in real-time.



Fuel delivery platform FuelBuddy acquired Bengaluru-based on-demand fuel delivery startup MyPetrolPump, which would provide it access to

new geographies and customers.

Third-party logistics (3PL) company Sitics Logistic acquired a majority stake in tech-enabled logistics startup Quifers.

Geekster is an online career accelerator to help

engineers skill up for best tech jobs and realise their

true potential. We aim to democratize tech

education with no physical, geographical or

financial barriers. 
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STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

We Founder CirclePRE SEED ROUND

OTHER UPDATES AND M&A DEALS

0.2 M

https://yourstory.com/2021/05/fuelbuddy-acquires-on-demand-fuel-delivery-startup-mypetrolpump/amp
https://yourstory.com/2021/05/sitics-acquires-majority-stake-logistics-startup-quifers/amp

